**STUDENT FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:** 06/15/2021

*External Opportunities:*

**Graduate Student Fellowship Program,** United States-Israel Binational Agricultural Research and Development, deadline: 1/17/21; [https://www.bard-isus.com/](https://www.bard-isus.com/)


**WHOME Graduate Student Article Prize,** deadline: 7/31/21; [https://networks.h-net.org/node/73374/announcements/7815719/whome-graduate-student-article-prize-call-applications-and](https://networks.h-net.org/node/73374/announcements/7815719/whome-graduate-student-article-prize-call-applications-and); *best article about Middle Eastern history written by a female-identifying or gender non-conforming graduate student (Masters or PhD).*


**2021 Summer Virtual Graduate Student Recruitment Fair,** DOE, deadline to apply, 6/20/21; event date, 7/22/21; [https://orausurvey.orau.org/TakeSurveyPage.aspx?s=f21104c9e26a4eb1a04ac1b53f0ecc78&tsid=7eaea18136e04724bc86d64f1a3e1b39&c=en-US](https://orausurvey.orau.org/TakeSurveyPage.aspx?s=f21104c9e26a4eb1a04ac1b53f0ecc78&tsid=7eaea18136e04724bc86d64f1a3e1b39&c=en-US); [https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/USDOEOS/2021/06/14/file_attachments/1852801/Graduate%20Student%20Recruitment%20Fair%20Flier%20-%20Final.pdf](https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/USDOEOS/2021/06/14/file_attachments/1852801/Graduate%20Student%20Recruitment%20Fair%20Flier%20-%20Final.pdf).